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tionfor M = 512.Notethat
if thecriteria of (5)-(7) are
satisfied, the area change AQ and surface concentration error
are less than 2 percent.
The calculationswere performedon aSystem 370/Model
168 computer using the APL.SV programming language. Calculationtimefor
M = 256 was typically 0.8 s. Trials with
finite difference methods indicate about
a 50-s computation
time, showing the efficiency of the method.
Thus we have shownthatFFTmethods
can simulate this
semiconductor process. The process can be applied to general
profiles, andtheerrorincurredfor
reasonable numbers of
points is adequately small for engineering-type calculations.
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Fig. 1. Schematic cross sectionof
etchingandcapacitorfabrication.
model.

a diffusedsampleaftergradual
Also shown is the capacitance

resistivity and Hall effect are further complicated by contact
problems and mobility variations. This work presents a simple
method for obtaining diffusionprofiles of t:lectrically active
impurities in a semiconductor from a series o f C ( V )measurements on MOS capacitors. It eliminates the necessity for
repetitive sample processing, and is easy intermsofdata
analysis. Themethod is based on gradual immersion of a
long diffused sample in an etching solution so that the surface
becomesaslightly
sloped plane,alongwhich
theimpurity
concentration is gradually changing. MOS capacitors are
an insulating
fabricated on the etched surfacebydepositing
layer with small metal electrodes upon it, as shown schematically in Fig. 1. The impurity concentration underneath
each
of minimum to
capacitor maybe
deducedfromtheratio
maximum capacitance in its C( V ) curve 141 . The detailed
C ( V ) dependenceisnot
significant, in contrast t o similar
capacitance methods which involve numerical differentiation
of the measured curve [ 51 . Combining the concentration data
with the local etching depth for each capacitor gives the diffusion profile.
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3) the p-n junction capacitance Ci.

Since the junction area is much larger than the metal area,
Ci may be neglected in series with the two others, and the

mtasured capacitance is

where A is the metal-gate area, ei and e, arethe dielectric
constants of the insulator and the semiconductor,
respectively,
x.
is
the
insulator
thickness,
and
xd
is
thl:
depletion-region
J . SHAPPIR, A. KOLODNY, AND Y . SHACHAM-DIAMAND
width.
The maximum value of C (measured at voltages that cause
Abstruct-A simple and quick techniquefor determinationof impuritydiffusion profiles in semiconductors fromMOS C ( V ) measurements on surface accumulation) is simply C,. The m,inimum measured
a gradually etched surface is presented and analyzed. This technique is capacitance corresponds to the depletion region of maximum
which may becalculated from measured data using
most useful for slowly varying profiles in
the range of 1016-5 X lo1* width
the expression
~ m - ~Experimental
.
profiles are given forP in Si, and for Cd in InSb.

Diffusion Profiling Usingthe Graded C( V ) Method

INTRODUCTION
Evaluation of diffused profiles [ 1] - [ 3 1 usually involve the
tedious task of removing successive thin layers between measurements. The electrical profiling techniques based on sheet
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relate xdm tothesemiconductorparameters[6]
, provided
that Cmin is measured in a steady state at high frequency. By
equating expressions for xdm we obtain

from which N may be computed using experimental data. kB
is Boltzmann’s constant, q is the electron charge, Tis the semini is theintrinsic carrier conconductortemperature,and
centration of the semiconductor at temperatureT.
Let us examine the principal error sources in order to determine theaccuracy of themethodanditslimitations.The
error sources are:
1) Variationinimpurityconcentration
in thedepletion
region: The diffused impurity concentration in the depletion
region is not constant, but rather
decreasing with increasing
depth, so that xdm obeysthe integral form of Poisson’s
equation

ixdmlE

& = 2$F = eo e,

N ( x ) ddxt

(4)

assuming that the surface potential $x is equal t o twice the
Fermipotential ( b ~when thedepletion regionreaches its
maximum width [61. N ( 0 ) may be calculated from xdm only
if the form of the functionN ( x ) is known. By the mean value
theorem it may be shown that applying (3) in this case leads to
a value N which corresponds to some intermediate depthX in
the depletion region.Hence, it is convenient to present the
result N as an exact value, with some uncertainty A x l about
its location. An upper bound for A x l is the total depletion
region width x & , as given by (2). Exceptfor low-doping
silicon atroom
levels, A x , is very small. Forexample,in
temperaturewithimpurityconcentration
above5 X 10l6
alsobe noted
~ m - A~ x,l is less than0.1 5 pm.Itshould
thatincapacitorslocatednearthe
p-n junction xdm may
reach thejunction plane. The measuredcapacitances then
C ( V ) behavior due to minorityresemble
low-frequency
carrier supply from the bulk, and cannot
be used for evaluating N .
2) Gradualchangeinimpurityconcentrationunderthe
metalelectrode
caused bythe surfaceslope: This may be
represented by an additionalerrorterm A x z which maybe
estimated as the product of surface slope and capacitor width.
To reduce A x 2 , a moderate slope should be made on a long
sample togetherwith relativelysmallcapacitors’dimension
in the slope’s direction.
3) Inaccuracyinetchingdepthmeasurement
and nonuniform etching contribute a third error element A x 3 .
4) Capacitancemeasurementerrors:
Notethatat
highimpurity concentration the value of Cmin/Co is very close to
unity,and small errorsin measuring thecapacitance cause
large errorsinthe
calculated N . The minimum detectable
difference in capacitance determines the maximummeasurable
impurity concentration.
5 ) Parasitic effects such as photogeneration of carriers or
fast surface states may cause deterioration of the C ( V ) curve.
These effects tend to appear as capacitances in parallel to cd,
causing the calculated value to be an overestimate of N .

EXPERIMENTAL
The graded C ( V ) technique presented previously hasbeen
employedfor measuringdiffusionprofiles
of phosphorusin
silicon, and of cadmium in indium antimonide.
Indium antimonide samples were (1 11) oriented telluriumdoped p-type wafers withimpurityconcentrationofabout

Fig. 2. Diffusion profile of Cd in InSb, measured by the graded C(V)
method at 77 K. The uncertainty in the measured value of x is also
indicated.
1015 ~ m - ~Cadmium
.
diffusion was performed at 4OO0C for

6.5 h in a closed ampoule. After the diffusion, a slice about
2.5 cm long was gradually immersed and etched in a solution
of lactic acid, HN03, and Hf, so that a height difference of
about 2 pm was obtained. A narrow strip along the sample
had been protected by photoresist before the etching,so that a
step was formed, and the distance from every point on the
wedged surface to the original surface could be determined by
a direct measurement of the step height. A 1000-w pyrolitic
SiOz layer was then deposited on the sample, and a series of
0.6-mmdiameter
capacitors were formedonit
by Cr-Au
evaporation. C ( V ) curves of these capacitors at 1 MHz were
measured by probing the sample at 77 K. The shape of the
C-V curves indicate that thesurface-state density is low enough
so that their effect onCmin/Co can indeed be neglected.
The resulting diffusion profile, showing anomalous behavior
commonly found in
111-V compounds 11 1 , [71, is given in
Fig. 2. The junction depth x i was inferred from the changing
of the C ( V ) curves’ behavior and was confirmed by other
methods.Thecadmiumconcentration
near thesurface was
too high to be measured by the C ( V ) method, so extrapolations to the range of solid solubility are shown. The spread
of measured values is mainly due to thewaviness of the etched
surface A x 3 of about 0.15 pminamplitude.
Ax1 wasless
than 0.07 pmforthelowest
measured concentration,and
A x z was about 0.05 pm.
Silicon samples were (1 1 1)-oriented boron-doped wafers of
about 1015-cm-3 impurity concentration. Alayer of 2000-8,
thermaloxide was grown on the wafers, and a phosphorus
dose of 2 x
cm-2 was implantedthrough it with energy
of 250 keV. The thermal oxide served as a mask against outdiffusion in the drive-in step which was carried out for 8 h at
108OoC in nitrogen ambient. After
removing the oxide, the
samples were gradually etched in a mixture of water, HN03,
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Extraction of Average Doping Density and Junction Depth
in an Ion-Implanted Deep-Depletion Transistor
DONALD S. WU
Abstract-A simple model for extracting the average doping density
and the junction depth for an ion-implanted deep-depletion device is
presented.Reasonableagreementbetweentheoryandexperimentis
shown.

Fig. 3. Concentrations of implanted phosphorus in silicon measured by
the graded C(V) methodafterdrive-indiffusion,plottedversus
squared de th. Theslopeof the straightlinecorresponds to D =
1.4 X 10-1ycm2/s.
andHf, leaving a referencestepfordepthmeasurements.
Subsequentpreparationsteps
were thesame as forindium
antimonide. We have used pyroliticSi02andnotthermal
oxide as an insulator, in order t o avoid impurity redistribution
[ 4 ] . Theexpectedphosphorus
duringsecondaryoxidation
profileforthis
single-step diffusion is Gaussian. Measured
concentrations are presented in Fig. 3 versus x 2 . The slope of
a best fitting straight line correspondsto a diffusion coefficient
cm2/s, which isin verygoodagreement
with
of 1.4 X
the literature [ 2 ] . The principal source of error is again the
nonuniformity of the etching process.

INTRODUCTION
The present available models for measuring the average doping density N D and the junction depth xi from the I-V characteristics of anion-implanteddepletiontransistor
[ l l , [21
have severe deficiencies for the case of deep-depletion implants
with high-energy ions and moderate dosages. They either give
ND (average doping density),and
substantialerrorsinboth
XI (junction depth), or are totally inoperablewhen the surface
of the depletion channel fails to achieve an equilibrium inversion layer.
These difficulties are remedied in a new and simple model.
Themodel
avoids lengthymathematicalmanipulation,
and
obtains results by looking at the energy-band diagrams of the
transistor at different threshold conditions under various substrate biases. Themodel is limited to a small drain-source
voltage.
THEORY

SUMMARY

The use of MOS C( V ) method on a gradually etched surface
of a diffused semiconductor has been demonstrated as a convenient technique for quick diffusion evaluation. The simple
sample
preparation
process, and easy measurement,
and
data analysis are the mainadvantages of thistechnique.In
many cases where handling and processing of semiconductor
samples are difficult (InSb at 77 K, for example), the graded
C ( V ) method is much easier than the other electrical techniques.Theproposedtechnique,
however, is less accurate
thanmost
of themoresophisticatedmethodsand
is best
utilized for slowly varying profilesand doping levels in therange
of 10l6-5 X 10'8 ~ m - ~ .

Fig. 1shows the basic structure of an n-channel depletion
transistorwithproper
voltages shownfor this discussion.
Fig. 2 shows the energy-band diagram of this transistor for the
condition that the channelhas just been depleted completely.
The symbolsare defined below:

r)' > 0
x,

=

p-n junction built-in potential.

d2'si
(
-

NA

qND ND + N A
width due to V's.

)

( r ) -~ V's)

n-side depletion

surface depletion
cox
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